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Zero carbon resorts 
– building energY autonoMous 
resorts creating appropriate 
tecHnologY solutions 
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the switcH-asia project Zero Carbon Resorts seeks to enable tourism sMes, such as hotels 
and resorts, to provide their energy services in an energy efficient, cost effective, and envi-
ronmentally sound way. by providing the sMes in palawan and other parts of the philippines 
with the access to energy-saving measures and new green technologies, the dependence on 
fossil fuels will be lessened.  
 the project applies the 3r strategy: reduce-replace-redesign. the first step is to reduce 
the energy consumption in hotels and resorts, and the second step is to replace inefficient 
appliances with better, greener technologies. in the redesign stage, a showcase “Zero 
carbon cottage” will be built in palawan, which will operate using solar- and biomass-based 
energy generation systems. the year 2010 concentrated on the reduce strategy.
 the selected hotels and resorts in palawan were audited in terms of their energy supply 
and consumption status, demands, and condition of building envelope, as well as guest be-
haviour. the audit team proposed a number of appropriate solutions to improve the energy 
efficiency, and the solutions are being implemented by the hotels and resorts. in parallel, 
engineers, building and facility managers, environmental consultants, as well as hotel/resort 
staff members had been trained to increase their capacities and knowledge through a series 
of training packages. 
 the main communication platform of the project has been established in the form of an 
interactive website, www.Zerocarbonresorts.eu. at the end of Year 1, the Zcr consortium 
held a stakeholder conference in palawan for multi-stakeholder approach.

center for appropriate technology (grat), philippine green Building council (philgBc),
palawan council for sustainable development (pcsd), plataforma solar de almería centro de 
investigaciones energética, medioambientales y tecnológicas (psa ciemat), asia society for 
social improvement and sustainable transformation (assist)

www. zerocarbonresorts.eu

zcr - Bearcats

november 2009 - november 2013

• tourism smes/ local hotels: the final beneficiaries of the project are smes in the 
 tourism sector, which include resorts, any form of accommodations, related private 
 establishments, intermediaries such as local resort associations. these smes also function  
 as the main intermediary between the green technology providers and energy service 
 users (tourists and staff).
• local architects, planners, engineers, practitioners, and technical consultants: when it  
 comes to capacity building, these stakeholders will be the intermediary beneficiaries. 
• consumers: the volume of energy consumption strongly depends on users’ behaviour.  
 tourists and guests of the hotels and resorts have been engaged as a target group in the  
 consumption component of the project, in the form of surveys (over 300 guests) and 
 campaigns for behaviour change. the zcr project tackles user behaviour change with a  
 number of measures, such as installation of energy saving devices, guest behaviour   
 change instruction, etc.
• regional government: palawan has a unique strategic environmental plan (sep). the sep  
 seeks to achieve balance between development objectives and environmental protection.  
 throughout the zcr project the regional authority is revising the sep to be more effective  
 in its implementation.

dr. robert Wimmer 
grat center for appropriate technology
Wiedner hauptstrasse 8-10, a-1040 Vienna / austria
zcr@grat.at
+43 (0)1 58801 49523
+43 (0)1 58801 49533 
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outputs until 
deceMber 2010 
to be sHared witH 
wider audience

the main communication platform of the 
project has been established at www.zerocar-
bonresorts.eu. the zero carbon resorts virtual 
platform contains two components: the public 
and member site.
 the public site serves as a platform for infor-
mation and dissemination. this ensures the us-
ers are privy to details such as the project back-
ground, project approach, the funder, project 
implementer and participant details, and most 
importantly, download of energy audit tem-
plates and outcomes of project. 
 the member site is built on the zcr database 
where the participating smes can register them-
selves and enter their consumption of resources 
on a regular basis so that they can monitor and 

the zcr project engaged 26 hotels and resorts 
from palawan, the so-called Frontier group (Fg), 
as selected demonstration smes. managers and 
technicians from local hotels and resorts par-
ticipated in the three briefing sessions in coron, 
puerto princesa, and el nido, and applied for Fg. 
the selected members undertook the energy au-
dit and received audit reports, infra-red analysis, 
and instructions for improvement as a result. 
 tourists who visited the Fg hotels and resorts 
were surveyed for their energy consumption 
behaviour. a number of specific perception and 
behaviour patterns were distinguished through 

compare their consumption to that of other fa-
cilities. in addition to this the users can discuss 
on the project topics through the forum. hotels, 
resorts, and restaurants who want to improve 
their energy service quality and to reduce opera-
tion costs can register through the website and 
obtain useful information and inquire experts’ 
support. once registered, from February 2011, 
smes can download a number of project out-
comes such as the 1st volume of zcr handbook 
which contains a great deal of measurements 
of energy saving, instructions for better energy 
services, and signage for guest behavior change. 
also, the 1st instructional video material for self 
energy audit and energy conservation measures 
can be downloaded.

 

results acHieved 
till januarY 2011

a number of structured questions, and the result 
was taken into consideration in elaborating in-
struction for behaviour change and staff training 
of the hotels and resorts. 
 local engineers, architects, environmental 
consultants were trained with regard to basic 
theories of energy supply and demand, renew-
able energy sources and technologies, and build-
ing solutions for natural ventilation and lighting, 
etc. 
 throughout the above-mentioned actions, a 
number of sustainability gains were achieved: 
environmentally, the overall energy consump-
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tion in the Fg has been decreased and/or the 
quality of energy service has been improved by 
applying the proposed solutions, such as change 
of roof colour, proper sealing of air-conditioned 
rooms, or re-orientation of renewable energy 
generation. this also leads to the saving of en-
ergy costs and increased satisfaction of guests 
in economic terms. saved energy costs are re-
directed to investment for renewable energy 
facilities such as hot water generators, or for de-
vices with higher energy efficiency. socially, the 
knowledge and capacity of local engineers and 
environmental experts has been built up. this re-
sults in the independence of local population for 
future sustainability.
 in the course of implementing the 3r strategy, 
step-wise scp actions are conducted with the 
help of financial mechanism; the smes invest 
in purchasing green products and technologies 
with the savings gained from the reduce phase. 
through hotels and resorts, energy saving in-

struction is disseminated to the guests in order 
to encourage sustainable consumption. since 
the guests are from all over the world, impact of 
the behaviour change campaign can be signifi-
cant. 
 the zcr project adopts the appropriate tech-
nology principle in placing the scp policy in prac-
tice. instead of applying expensive and foreign 
high-technologies (e.g. photovoltaic panels), 
regionally available, inexpensive resources and 
materials will be utilised, which can vitalise the 
local economy. 
 First changes for the clearing system in pala-
wan for new projects are being adapted. a strong 
link has been built with the central government, 
especially department of tourism. 

lessons learnt 
so far

the low “step-in threshold” built into the 3r 
methodology allows reaching a majority of the 
target smes in palawan. most of smes in the 
tourism industry in the philippines are providing 
a similar set of energy-intensive services to their 
guests. Utilising renewable energy sources is still 
seen as a technological solution out of reach. to 
initiate a change towards higher efficiency and 
to switch to renewable re-sources it is crucial to 
overcome the perception barrier and to provide a 
methodology with immediate benefits from the 
“low hanging” fruits and increase efficiency with 
low cost measures (“reduce”), then in a second 
step introducing technological innovation and 
moving to higher levels of efficiency (“replace”) 
and finally towards best-practise solutions that 
can reach carbon-neutral and self-sufficient en-
ergy supply under philippine climate conditions 

(“redesign”).  of course this cannot be achieved 
all at once and not in all companies at the same 
time. showcasing step by step what is possible 
and feasible and attracting more and more fol-
lowers through this steps by displaying achieve-
ments and procedures to follow is therefore the 
core strategy.
 however, the 3r strategy is not applicable to 
all tourism smes as they have already reached 
different level of innovation. some are aware of 
the necessity of green technology implemen-
tation, and already willing to purchase new fa-
cilities in order to further improve their energy 
performance while some would like to take the 
steps along the reduce-replace-redesign and 
start with simple energy-saving measures. not 
to hinder the hotel owners and managers who 
want to directly implement advanced solutions 
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outreacH 
and sYnergies

grat and assist successfully implemented an 
action on sustainable production and capacity 
building under asia pro eco in the philippines. 
throughout the site audits conducted during 
this asia pro eco project, it was recognised that 
there was a great potential of saving energy and 
reducing resource consumption in the smes in 
the philippines. 
 zcr project focuses on palawan island as a 
first implementation stage, but the scope should 
expand to the whole country, and further to the 
neighbouring countries. as the neighbouring 
countries such as thailand, malaysia, and indo-
nesia have similar climate conditions to the phil-
ippines, and because the tourism industry is ever 
growing in these south east asian countries, the 
zcr schemes can be replicated with necessary 
adaptations.
 through the sWitch network Facility event, 
a similar project entitled “Greening Sri Lankan 
Hotels” was encountered. this project began one 
year earlier than zcr project and conducts com-
parable activities with the zcr project. coopera-

tion and connections can be expected between 
the two actions. 
 zcr project is quite well known to the local 
population and authorities in palawan, especial-
ly in the tourism areas by means of media pro-
motion as well as visibility actions. the project 
team has established a good connection with 
local public bodies.
 the strategic environmental plan (sep) is a 
sustainable development framework operating 
in palawan. it is the aim of sep to improve the 
quality of life of the people in palawan both for 
the present and future generations through the 
use of complementary activities of development 
and conservation that protects the environment 
and life support systems. Based on the lessons 
learnt from the zcr project, palawan council for 
sustainable development pcsd is going to op-
timize the sep clearance system with the help 
of zcr outcomes to ensure that programs and 
projects are implemented in appropriate desig-
nated zones and pursuing sustainable develop-
ment objectives.

with a bigger scale investment, the border be-
tween reduce and replace was blurred to pro-
vide the required information to the target 
groups.
 to analyse the impact of the zcr actions, 
feedback from smes is essential. however, smes 
are not familiar with reporting their monthly 
energy consumption to an external body, espe-
cially because the data are related to their actual 
financial status. in order to address this problem, 
the secured individual data input system has 
been established on the web platform.
 palawan is the largest prefecture in the philip-
pines, and tourism areas are scattered along the 
long island. during high seasons, hoteliers are 
fully occupied with own business and hardly al-
low time for attending events. therefore, it con-

sumes quite some time to move from one place 
to another. to reach a large number of smes, 
events were repeated in different places. 
 it turned out that smes are the most crucial 
stakeholders, as they are the main bodies who 
apply energy saving measures, replace old and 
inefficient devices with new and better qual-
ity ones, and invest in building new resorts and 
hotels. they are also the intermediary agent to 
educate inter/national tourists to change their 
behavior. 
 some of local stakeholders – trainees and 
smes – are highly enthusiastic about the zcr 
project, welcoming its timely launch in palawan 
and the appropriate technology approach. their 
active involvement encourages other stakehold-
ers and participation in meetings and events. 
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additional 
HigHligHts 
of tHe project

For all events of zcr project – briefi ng sessions, 
trainings, and the conference – its target partici-
pant numbers were overreached. especially at 
the briefi ng sessions, about 150 participants at-
tended, while initial target was 50 smes. 
 rainwater harvesting was included in the 
scope of project since the scarcity of water re-
source was identifi ed as one of the key problems 
that the local hotels and resorts are encounter-
ing. and water production 
consumes a lot of energy for 
pumping, desalinations, etc. 
thus, rainwater harvesting 
was suggested as one of prac-
tical solutions. some of the Fg 
members (e.g. daluyon hotel, 
puerto pension) have adopted 
the suggestion and are now 
utilising rainwater as addi-
tional water resource for many 
uses in the hotel. in order to analyse the quality 
of the fi ltered rainwater, a laboratory test was 
carried out. 
 high interest for replace and redesign was 
recognised by several companies, some of which 
started implementation already ahead sched-
ule. 

Energy audit on site

Frontier Group member resort after energy audit and 
suggestion of improvement solutions

Training of engineers, architects, environmental consultants


